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Highlights for Childrenâ€™s often-imitated, never-equaled Hidden Pictures puzzles have delighted

children&#151;and adults&#151;for over 67 years. This irresistible book is packed with more than

100 favorite puzzles straight from our beloved magazine. Drawn in Highlightsâ€™ classic

black-and-white style, each puzzle is carefully designed to engage and entertain children while

honing their concentration skills and attention to detail. With more than 1,200 objects to find, this

book provides kids of all ages with hours of puzzling fun. A surefire hit with Hidden Pictures fans

who just canâ€™t get enough!
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Kids love it. Many hours of fun searching for things. The best part is that it can be challenging as an

adult to find a few of them. It's a great way to teach kids focus and object recognition. It's also a

great book for long road trips (rather than electronics).

I bought this book for my 89 year old father. He loves looking for the hidden pictures and coloring

them in when he finds them. These puzzles help keep his brain engaged, which is so important for

the elderly.

I had surgery on my left foot and am not allowed to put pressure at all on it. I needed something to



take my mind away from this necessary healing process. This is fun...I look for the objects and then

color the page at the end of my search. Pictures more interesting than some of the books solely for

coloring to "rest your mind". If there is an object hard to find, don't turn to the end for the

answer-start coloring the page and you will find it.

Good exercise for older children, but the black and white design makes it decidedly harder...did not

keep the interest in my 4 yr old grandson. Instead, we found other books that were in color which

were more like the puzzles Highlights puts in their monthly magazines.

My 7-yo twin grandsons, who can be very different in activities they enjoy, both love these books.

They get totally engrossed and work together to find the hidden objects. So far I've given them

books with picture clues, but next I'll challenge them with words-only books.

This is a great book for kids or adults. We purchased this book to take with us for our travel to

Cancun. This hidden picture book brought back so many memories as a kid! It's a great way to keep

the brain fresh and alive! This will give you endless hours of fun!

Perfect perfect perfect for my 4 and 5 year olds. This is a great quiet-time activity that they can do

on their own. We keep Hidden Pictures books in our car, and each one has one for their bedrooms if

they stay up a little late or wake up a little early. Also fun to do together. LOVE these books.

My kids love these books. I have bought about 8 of these in the last year. My 5yr old thru 11yr old

love these and I love that it is something they can do in the car and at home that doesn't involve a

screen.
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